Abstract. Most of the methods of vehicles detection could not reach the requirements of real-time and accuracy. As a solution, a vehicles detection algorithm was proposed based on improved Adaboost algorithm. The method of the algorithm is that to use the method of Optical flow to detects the video frame then gets the moving zone and pick up the moving zone as the region of interest. Detecting the region of interest with the classifiers training by Haar feature and the vehicle-face image samples to find out the vehicle information from video frames. The results of the experiments show that this algorithm can decrease the range of detection and improved the speed and accuracy.
Introduction
It's a great ease the traffic pressure with the ITS ( Intelligent Transportation System ) come out. The detection to the video vehicle is an important apart in the ITS.The traditional methods are based on foreground outline in general, using the background unchanging to achieve the moving target, then to detect. such as background differencing and frame difference [1] . But these methods are easier influenced by the outside things like shadow, cover and non-target interference, as well as feature-based method like optical flow [2] . It takes much time caused that it need to matched in the whole image. The ITS need the detection to be real-time and accuracy, but there is a certain gap between all the traditional methods and the ITS demands. This paper propose a method which combine the optical flow and the improved adaboost to detect video vehicles. First of all, confirming the range of motion of the moving target with the method of optical flow, wipe of the irrelevant region, make the area where the moving target has stayed as the region of interest (ROI). Secondly, detecting the ROI by using the algorithm of adaboost and the car-face sample set, then finish the video car detection. The algorithm of this article reduce the scope of moving zone and shorten the time, to avoid the possibility of detect the wrong target by the none ROI in the video frame simultaneously. The algorithm can effectively enhance the speed and accuracy of the detection.
Optical Flow Method
Hom and Schunck have put forward the computing method of optical flow method [3] .
To date the Lukas-Kanade method proposed by Bruce D. Lucas and Takeo Kanade has been the most common optical flow method, named L-K optical flow method [4] . The main principle of optical flow method is finding out a pixel point in image, by setting its coordinates as ( , ) xy, at time t , then the luminance of the pixel point is ( , , ) E x y t , and ( , ) u 
is close to zero, the basic optical flow constraint equation is shown as the following Eq.3:
And in the formula,
can be used to denote the greyscale of pixel point in image along with gradient of direction of ,, x y t , and we can work out the following calculation formula of optical flow Eq.4: In line with the motion information of moving object in fig. 1 , motion region in video frame can be obtained, which can be regarded as ROI, by which it is easy to be tested by applying Adaboost algorithm.
Adaboost Algorithm
Adaboost algorithm is the advanced version of boosting algorithm [5] . The realization of algorithm is similar to certain cascaded classifier. Several weak classifiers can be obtained by training first, and corresponding weight value shall be set on each weak classifier respectively, by which they can be combined into a strong classifier for further test.
Haar Feature. In the training phase of Adaboost algorithm, the feature of Haar [6] has been used to calculate eigenvalue for further judgement in this context. The common feature of Haar includes edge feature, line feature and diagonal feature, corresponding with the two-rectangle, three-rectangle and four-rectangle in the picture below, as shown in the initialize weight value of all training samples, setting all weight values as the same, by which the first weak classifier can be obtained. In the following training, the distribution of weight value of sample of each practice is determined by the result reached by the practice of the last time. The time when iteration finishes, error dividing sample would get a higher weight value, in order to complete the adjustment of weight value. Therefore, the sample being divided into wrong area will be highlighted by high value, by which a new distribution will be formed. Above all, a new round of iteration can be implemented, by which a new weak classifier can be obtained. The quantity of weak classifier is determined by the number of time of iteration. After the iteration has been finished, the obtained weak classifiers can be used to combine into a strong classifier in line with their weight values. Before training, the number of Haar feature in training child-window can be obtained by calculation, and feature value can be calculated out as well. Moreover, a weak classifier ( , , , ) h x f p  can be obtained by training in allusion to each feature f . 1, ( ) ( , , , ) 0,
refers to feature,  refers to threshold value, p refers to direction of inequality sign and x refers to detected child-window in Eq.5. The essence of classifier by training is to obtain an optimal threshold value upon each feature, which is available to decrease error of classification upon training sample to minimum. The training procedures are as following, feature value of each f has to be calculated out first, and all the feature values have to be sorted from small to large. For each element in right order, weights of all positive samples and T  , weights of all negative samples and T  , and weight of positive sample in front of the element and S  shall be calculated, and weight of negative sample in front of the element and S  shall also be calculated. The threshold value can be chosen from the current feature value to feature value of previous element, and the classification error of the threshold value shall be: 
Adaboost Detecting Test of Vehicle by Applying Optical Flow Method
By understanding and realizing optical flow method and Adboost algorithm, detecting test of vehicle can be carried out upon video frame by integrating the above two algorithms, specific flow chart is as shown in Fig. 3 : 
Experimental Result and Analysis
The average speed by detecting is under 30ms, which is accessible to meet requirement of real-time monitoring. Under the environment with no significant shelter and small angular deviation, the accuracy rate of vehicle by applying algorithm mentioned in this article can reach to 95% more. Compared with traditional algorithm, veracity of detection has been improved greatly by selecting motion region as ROI.
Test has been carried out upon the same video by applying Adaboost algorithm and algorithm mentioned in this article respectively. A collected video frame is as shown in fig. 4 , and we can find out that there is leak detection and false detection upon vehicle in video in video frame respectively, by applying Adaboost algorithm for detection . Figure 4 . Test result upon applying Adaboost a frame of algorithm By applying the algorithm mentioned in this article, as shown in Fig. 5 , Adaboost algorithm can be applied upon ROI in order to detect the vehicle in video frame correctly, after applying the testing result into original video frame, we can conclude the testing result as shown in Fig. 6 .And the result of compared with other methods is as shown in Table 1 95.8% It is easily to find out that the required area for detection by Adaboost algorithm has reduced greatly by selecting motion region of moving object, by which it has perform well in false detection and leak detection and its accuracy rate has improved greatly.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the improved adaboost which combine the optical flow method has certain advantages to the previous method. The algorithm can promote the speed of the detection and the accruacy, and it has important significance to ITS, it can apply to the ITS to provide better service.
